What do you get when you give a
couple of Australians a passport, a
fishing rod and the chance to
follow their passion for angling to
some of the world's most
spectacular destinations? Chaos
and adventure!

26x60’ HD
Brand new season
now available

Big fish, road trips and stunning
destinations - Whether the fish are
biting or not, hosts Nick Duigan
and Andrew Hart always find a
way to put the fun back into
fishing. From fighting off crocodiles
in a swamp in Australia, to
being chauffeured around the
United Kingdom in a Rolls Royce,
Hook, Line and Sinker brings a very
different take on the age old art of
fishing.
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Episodes
201 : Swains Odyssey
Join the Hook, Line and Sinker team for a long range mothership adventure to the remote Swains Reef. Coral Trout, Giant Trevally and Dogtooth Tuna are highlight of the fishing action.
202 : Jumbo Tuna
Giant Southern Bluefin Tuna are one of the world’s most highly prized game fish and the Hook, Line and Sinker team are in hot pursuit.
203 : Darwin Helifish
The runoff in Australia’ Northern Territory is the prime time for catching big Barramundi and there’s no better way to get around in the Top End than by helicopter.
204 : Snakes in Lakes
Join the Hook, Line and Sinker team for a wilderness fishing adventure in Tasmania’s world heritage high country. Stunning scenery, wild Brown Trout and plenty of big, black tiger snakes.
Then it’s off to Australia’s most popular inland playground – Lake Eildon.
205 : Sword Fight
Known as the ‘Gladiator of the Sea’ the Broadbill Swordfish is angling’s holy grail. Join Nick Duigan and Andrew Hart from Hook, Line and Sinker on their quest to hold the grail.
206 : King Island
Long famous for its beef and cheese, King Island is also a land of angling opportunity. Join the Hook, Line and Sinker team as they tour the island and unlock its fishing potential.
207 : Barra
narra in far, far north Western Australia. Target species include the iconic barramundi, as well as Australia’s biggest catfish. Plus a leisurely 3 hours spent stranded in the middle of a
crocodile infested river.
208 : Cato Reef
Join Nick and Andrew from Hook, Line and Sinker as they travel to into the untapped waters of Cato Reef. 400 kilometres by boat and the fishing is out of this world!
209 : Grey Nomads and Arafura Bluewater
If you can’t beat them, join them. Come along for the ride as the Hook, Line and Sinker team join the caravanning craze, exploring Victoria’s Great Ocean Road. Plus what do you do if
you have a spare day in Darwin – go fishing of course! Nick and Andrew discover the power of Golden Snapper.
210 : The Kimberley’s – Western Australia and Knot Test
The Kimberley’s region in far north Western Australia should be on the bucket list of every fisherman! Spectacular scenery, rock art that dates back 20,000 years and rivers, coasts and
oceans that rarely, if ever see another fisherman. Plus using ‘science’ the boys test which fishing knot is best.
211 : Switch Baiting Marlin
Marlin are one of the most exciting gamefish in the ocean to catch, and Nick and Andrew learn the art of ‘switch baiting’ to get a solid hook up. Then we make most of Global
warming! Nick and Andrew catching probably the most delicious fish of them all – the King George Whiting in Tasmania.
212 : Lord Howe Island
In the middle of the Southern Pacific Ocean lies Lord Howe Island. Unique in it’s position, meaning both tropical and temeperate fish call the island home. Nick and Andrew visit and fish
with a local.
213 : Japan
Japan is an island nation full of vending machines, raw fish and some of the maddest anglers in the world. Nick and Andrew take a road trip around the Land of Rising Sun, become
storm chasers and learn to fish like the Samurai did 500 years ago.

101: Roadtrip, UK
Nick and Andrew buy an old Rolls Royce, don a chauffeur suit and take a fishing inspired drive around the United Kingdom in search for the birth place of recreational fishing. The boys
catch giant eels in the English Channel, learn what edict is all about on the famous River Test and end up in Scotland trying to catch the famous Atlantic salmon.
102: South Island New Zealand
It’s an angler’s look at the Shaky Isles in an adventure full of big fish, spectacular scenery and hobbits. After catching some big wild brown trout on fly, the boys decide to purchase a
cheap old bomb and commence a road trip down the coast to answer the question about blue cod - a fish the kiwi’s claim to be the best eating fush in the world.
103 : Solomon Islands
Nick and Andrew take a step back in time visiting the remote Western Provence of the Solomon Islands where dugout canoes are the norm and most of the fish in the area would never
have seen a lure. The boys also stumble across the grotesque but tasty Mantis Shrimp.
104: Circumnav Pt 1
Following in the footsteps of a pair of famous explorers, Nick and Andrew set out in an audacious attempt to circumnavigate the Australian island state of Tasmania in a small trailer
boat. This is part one of a long and lonely trip though some of the roughest waters on earth, the pair not only survive but catch some amazing fish along the way.
105 : Circumnav Pt 2
The thrilling conclusion of an epic thousand mile journey around one of the world’s most remote and windswept islands, Tasmania. Nick and Andrew survive shipwreck, hunt for the huge
but elusive Southern Rock Lobster and fish for the mighty Bluefin Tuna. Plus we explore the waters of beautiful Sydney harbour and do battle with its resident Kingfish.
106 : Melville Island
Australia’s Northern Territory is the final frontier, and just of the coast is Melville Island, a place where the fishing is as good now as it was hundreds of years ago. Nick and Andrew are
allowed the great privilege of landing on Melville Island by its traditional aboriginal owners and find the fishing mind blowing. Plus we learn the secrets of the humble but delicious
scallop, diving into frigid waters to collect a mouth watering meal.
107 : Outback Fishing
Australia is the driest continent on earth, so what do the people of inland Australia do when it comes to fishing? Join the Hook, Line and Sinker team for a fishing odyssey into the red
heart of Australia’s outback. Water is scarce and the fish are scarcer but that doesn’t stop hundreds of sunburnt Aussies trying their luck. Plus, a glimpse into the future of fishing with a
look at the world’s most sophisticated remote control fish catching device.
108 : Fiji Adventure
Join the Hook, Line and Sinker team for the fishing trip of a lifetime to the cobalt blue waters of the South Pacific. Fiji’s Great Astrolabe Reef is the world’s fourth largest coral reef and
home to a bewildering array of sports fishing options. Then, is the shark infested waters of Southern Australia as Nick and Andrew go in search of the most valuable seafood commodities
on earth, the highly prized Greenlip Abalone.
109 : Crocodiles, Barra and Choppers
Fly, land, beat off crocs with a stick and catch a fish – that’s what Nick and Andrew do in an adventure of a lifetime flying around Australia’s Northern Territory during the wet season in
search of massive barramundi. Once the fishing is done, the boys are lowered into the nest of an angry mother crocodile to steal her eggs!
110 : Outer Great Barrier Reef
One of the Seven Wonders of the World, Australia’s Great Barrier Reef is a sport fisherman’s paradise. Nick and Andrew spend a few nights on the reef and the fishing fantastic. Highlights
include a massive mackerel and braving the shark infested waters in search of tasty lobster. Then it’s the ins and outs of saltwater fly fishing, a fish producing art well worth your learning!
111 : Big Smoke Fishing
Famous for the Harbour Bridge and Opera House, Sydney Australia is also one of the best big city fisheries anywhere in the world! Let Nick and Andrew take you on a guided tour of this
iconic waterway and the many species of fish that make a home in Sydney harbour. Then the other end of the scale, the team travel to far flung Cape York for a mother-ship adventure
to one of the most remote, least populated fishing spots in the country.
112 : Coburg Adventure
Join the Hook, Line and Sinker crew as they embark on a fish finding mission to remote aboriginal lands of the Coburg Peninsular in northern Australia. It’s a tropical sports fishing melee
with all the warm water speedsters.
113 : Record Fishing
Join Nick and Andrew as they search for fishing immortality! The boys scour the record books and travel the length and breadth of Australia in an attempt to add their names to the
honour roll. Trout, Trevally and prehistoric Saratoga are all in the record setting mix but is it fish or fisherman who has the last laugh? Then, game fishing off the famous Surfers Paradise
beach for that gladiator of the sea, the mighty Blue Marlin.
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